Date: November 08, 2021  
Subject: Amphenol IP Disclosure Statement for SFF-TA-1016

To Whom It May Concern:

**SFF-TA-1016 (Rev 1.0)**
Amphenol believes that it has obtained patent protection that may include claims essential to SFF-TA-1016 (Rev 1.0). These include claims in patents within the families containing one or more of the following patents or applications:

**United States Patents or Applications:** 16/206,753; 16/684,755; 16/827,328

**Chinese Patents or Applications:** 2018112600673, 201820636248.0 (ZL201820636248.0), 201821164879.3 (ZL201821164879.3), 201820245328.3 (ZL201820245328.3), 201820467148X, 2018211858382, 2018217482700, 2018217483031, 201822165176.9 (ZL201822165176.9), 2018301321761, 2020217644948, 2020217645090, 2020217645175, 2020217714387, 2020217732756, 2020217733424, 2020228816327

**Taiwanese Patents or Applications:** M558483, M559007, M565894, M565895, M576774

In accordance with its obligations under the SNIA IP Policy, Amphenol hereby agrees that for any Essential Claims, issued now or in the future, Amphenol will grant a license on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to companies requesting such a license. Please note that Amphenol reserves the right to increase the cost for a licensee that refuses to take a license and forces Amphenol to use legal action in order to enforce Amphenol’s rights.

Sincerely,

Paul Coddington  
Mechanical Engineer  
Primary SFF Representative